
Despite of   the spreading  laymen`s opinion
that sportsman are an example of physical and psy-
chological  health , the statistic has shown that
about 20-25%  of sportsmen need professionalhelp
for reducing and eliminating the barriers in their
sporting progress and personal development.In my
opinion, Gestalt  psychotherapy  is the most useful
and  the most adequate  for training the leading
sportsmen,  it  is  an effective method in develing
and getting characteristics necessary for topping
ach-ievement, and above all , for getting human
virtuous characteristics. The treatment, of  those,
who have blocked their potential and have devel-
oped  pathological  way of reacting  and behaving,
has an aim to make sportsman aware of  the block-
ing mechanism , and to help him  to find  his own
way  for using his potential in  achieving the opti-
mal results, in order to be  successful  in a  profes-
sional sport.

It is well known and approved  that  the psy-
chological skills, that the leading sportsmen have,
are the meritorious and determinative for  their
success and achieves.The sportsmen who have

mental  power  and  are self-conscious, are the best
in their  field of sport , and  they have capability to
show  their best performance and  to get optimal
results. The opinion in the past was that, these
characteristics and skills are inherited genetic, or
they are learned and developed during the earliest
age. But, nowadays, generally accepted opinion is
that the sportsmen and trainers  (coaches) are capa-
ble for permanent, unlimited  teaching and devel-
oping  of  new psychologies skills and techniques
that can have the main part in getting optimal  spo-
rting results.

The psychology of a sport is applied science
and is engage with study and analyse of psycho-
logical aspects of all modes and contents of sports
culture, as well as, behaviour of all participants in
it, in order to describe, define and control  such a
behaviour, all with one purpose: to give direction
to the sportsman for getting personal and sporting
competence and also to increase  the sporting effi-
ciency . 

The specific  field of sporting psychology  is
rapidly progressing during the passing years,
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Abstract

Despite of   the spreading  laymen`s opinion that sportsman are an example of

physical and psychological  health , the statistic has shown that  about 20 - 25%  of

sportsmen need professional help  for reducing and eliminating the barriers in their

sporting progress and personal development.In my opinion, Gestalt  psychotherapy  is

the most useful and  the most adequate  for training the leading  sportsmen,  it  is  an

effective method in developing and getting characteristics necessary for topping

achievement,  and above all, for getting human virtuous characteristics.The treatment,

of  those, who have blocked their potential and have developed  pathological way of

reacting  and behaving, has an aim to make sportsman aware of  the blocking mecha-

nism , and to help him  to find  his own way  for using his potential in achieving the

optimal results, in order to be successful in a  professional sport.
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although this science is still treated as a recent
one.The importance of a sport psychologist, or a
psychologist- psychiatrist therapist as the integral
member of a team for training and health, is
already well known. A psychologist is able to edu-
cate  a professional sportsman  to skills , to help
him in over coming and  processing  a new, loco-
motor skills, to learn him to have  a self control and
to know how to bare  with the tension of competi-
tion and  competitive animosity, as well as to
increase the level of awareness necessary to the
body for optimum performance.The psychologist
also, help the sportsman to reach the necessary
concentration, help  to focus sportsman attention
and  to ignore the destructors during the competi-
tion.

A psychological training should be the inte-
gral part of  a sport holistic training concept.

A psychotherapist has a great  function in tak-
ing care for emotional health of a sportsman.The
psychological stress of a sportsman, very  often,
may occur  as a psychosomatic disturbing  symp-
toms  and repressive, unaware  aetiology that can`t
be recognized at all. The stress can  appear  in a
different psychosomatic difficulties and complaint,
as distracted sleeping, in abusing substances, as
irritating and susceptibility, anorexia, bulimia or
other gastrointestinal problems.

Te stress can also appears as a muscle tensions
and incapability for relaxing, and also as growth
anxiety, and culminate with panic attack. In some
situation, although a sportsman is body injured  he
is incapable for psychological recovering.   

The first step of the sportsman is looking for a
help by common doctor, which is based on psy-
chological somatic difficulties and because of the
awareness of a sportsman for the real  aetiology  of
the symptom. Even  if he is aware of the psycho-
logical factor, it is possible to avoid psychoth-
erapist because of existing stigmatism of psycho-
logical  anomies.

Unfortunately, the situation in our sporting
clubs,  at the moment, is  that they work without
psy-chiatrists at their disposal. That is one more
difficulty for those who need and look for such a
help. If the sportsman asks help from a psycholo-
gist, who has a certificate and is well educating,
with  longterm  adequate education in psychother-
apy, the next step is  tete-a-tete communication
that has to be made carefully  and professional-
ly.This communication through conversations
develops the conversation into psychotherapy
scance , and if this situation repeats, a psychother-
apy  process  has begun. This process continues
with many individual meetings. Through this

meeting one can detect problems with a trainer,
with other sportsmen in the team, members of the
family, social environment,  with himself or, some
anxiety maybe, because of an important future
competition, uncertainty , loss of confidence and
motivation, overtraining, indecision in transferring
in a sport`s career  and etc.

It  is necessary, very often, more attention  has
to be  devoted   to the internal motivation for train-
ing, which at the same time,  makes their self-con-
fidence stronger  that is essential for successfull
competition. Those sportsmen who believe in their
capability  and  believe that  they have done every-
thing  to be well prepared for competition show
less symptoms of  insecurity and anxiety, than
those  who were able and should have made more
efforts  and to show more energy , but they had not
enough motivation to do that. All  abovementioned
proves  that the psychologist-therapist  takes  the
main part in working with  professional sportsmen.

Although there is laic`s  opinion that the sports-
men are the most  healthy people  both,  in body
and in mind (“In healthy body healthy mind”)
some of statistic data shows that  there is  even
about 20-25% among the sportsmen, persons who
need professional help for elimination and reduc-
ing of different  barriers  through(in)  their sporting
progress and personal development.

Psychological studies confirm  that characteris-
tics that have been developed with the leading 

- sportsmen , make them different  from  the
others, and they are the following:

- emotional stability
- self-control
- less prone to anxiety and psychosomatic

symptoms
-expressed forms of extroverted behavior and

expression
- greater self-confidence
- confidence in themselves  and minded
- higher degree of persistence and tolerance
- responsibility and care for themselves
expressed  necessity for domination  and lead-

ership
- competence and achievement
- greater capacity for successful adaptation and

performance under stress conditions
- adequate  internal motivation   in training con-

ditions
These are qualities which can be developed

with  necessary capacity, with potential and suit-
able work .

Unfortunately, an adequate education  for
sporting psychology  has  not  been existing in our
country, yet.
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But several psychotherapy’s courses exist and
actively have  been applied , such as:transactional
analysis, cognitive-behavioral therapy, psychodra-
ma, Gestalt therapy, systemic-  family therapy,
integrative treatment approach and etc.

Taking into consideration my  theoretical ,
long-term education, working with clients  and my 

personal experience as  a sportsman and com-
petitor in individual and collective sports, my atti-
tude isthat Gestalt  psychotherapy is the most ade-
quate and most effective  for working with the
leading  sportsmen.

Abovementioned properties, necessary for
superior performances, but also  virtuous human
traits, have being achieving  by applying   of this
method .On the other hand, working with those,
who have blocked their potentials and develop
ways of pathologicresponse and behaviour,  means
to go towards achieving awareness of the way and
the reasons for blocking . But also, the aim is to
find their own , new way  of  restarting  the use  of
their potential.  

Gestalt therapy is a humanistic trend in psy-
chology , due to the fact  that  training techniques
allows a person to use all its potentials, to develop
and use them in every field of  his life.
Etymologically, Gestalt is a German word that
means a completeness, configuration ,integrity of
the form. Gestalt therapy is phenomenological
approach, which works as it would appear now and
here.  Its founder Fritz  Perls , was a devotee of
Freud at the beginning , and was a psychoanalyst,
Later, he made revision  of Freud’s psychoanalytic
theory , so he created Gestalt psychotherapy   that
has grown into a psychotherapy nowadays and  is
number one in the world, with a growing trend.  

My pleasure is to say that  this  psychotherapy
is implemented therapy in our country, as well.

Gestalt therapy is used by clients who are hea-
lthy, young  and adults persons who`s aim is    mat-
uration, self-discovery, integration, development
and psychological homeostasis, and  there is
absolutely included a professional  sportsman and
competitor.

Gestalt psychotherapy contains several tech-
niques that enable contact with yourself now and
here and resolve the unfinished situations and fix-
ations in the past.These techniques allow realising
of the tethered energy necessary for progress and
becoming of the self-regulation of the organ-
ism.What I have to mention is that in Gestalt ther-
apy the basic motive power and immanent instinct
is aggressiveness, i.e. the active human being. This
characteristic is consider as a positive human trait,
that is necessary for moving forward (to prog-

ress),despite the current opinions that the aggres-
siveness  associates on  violent behaviour   and that
is characteristic that should be overcome (sup-
pressed) and, for some people, such a behaviour
should be condemned. Properly directed aggres-
sion of the sportsman, i.e. his  moving energy is
one that will lead  him to  his aim (target). Excess
amount of aggressiveness fully sublimated through
training  gives to a human being in general,  possi-
bility of catharsis  and is really a physiological
wisdom of the body.

During the work in Gestalt therapy are used:
technique of contact with yourself and awareness
of yourself in the present, phenomenological
approach, amplification, an empty chair technique,
work on dreams, also water ??experiments are
made by active imagination and visualization, psy-
chodrama, the body is using also, as well as non-
verbal gestures and speech.All of these techniques
are applicable and effective in psychotherapy also
in a work with sports professionals, and   the
results

- are undoubtedly confirmed by the experience.

Conclusion
My opinion is that every professional club in

any sporting discipline, as well as individuals,
leading sports professional needs and it is desirable
to have regular contact and work with an associate

psychologist, Gestalt psychotherapist, who
would be available as throughout the training
process and in the competitive cycle. Only in this
way can be used most of the potential  that a lead-
ingsportsman possesses, without oversights the
psychological aspects of personality that is equally
important as  the physical loco-motor part of the
sportsman is. Implementing the holistic Gestalt
concept means to work with the person as a whole
,composed of all its various parts, getting  a new
quality, which means progress in the sport, leading
scores, moving the upper limit of achievements
and  finally new records.
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Apstrakt
Iako me|u laicite vladee misleweto deka sportistite se etalon na

zdravjeto vo fizi~ki i psihi~ki pogled, nekoi statisti~ki podatoci

poka`uvaat deka me|u sportistite ima duri okolu 20-25 %  li~nosti na

koi im e potrebna stru~na pomo{ za otstranuvawe ili namaluvawe na

raznovidnite psiholo{ki pre~ki niz nivniot sportski napredok i

li~en razvoj. Verojato e deka Ge{talt psihoterapijata e edna od najad-

ekvatnata i najdelotvornata rabota so vrvnite sportisti, i isto-

vremeno efikasna metoda da se razvivaat i postignuvaat osobini koi

pred sé, se potrebni za vrvni dostignuvawa i doblesni ~ove~ki osobini.

Od druga strana pak, vo rabotata so onie sportisti koi gi blokirale

svoite potencijali i razvile patolo{ki na~ini na reagirawe i

odnesuvawe, so nea se nastojuva postignuvawe svesnost za na~inot na

blokirawe barawe na svoj, nov na~in tie potencijali povtorno da

po~nat da se koristat, i so niv da se postignat maksimalni rezultati

i uspeh vo profesionalniot sport.

Klu~ni zborovi:  treneri, psihijatrija, anksioznost, 

emocionalna stabilnost.
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